Wir sind am Zug! | We're right on track!
Intelligente Bausysteme aus Beton
Intelligent building systems using concrete

B+F Beton- und Fertigteilegesellschaft mbH Lauchhammer, present in Brandenburg for nearly 20 years, can offer its customers extensive expertise in the fields of utilities, environmental protection, transport, communications and civil engineering as part of the globally active Spezialtechnik Dresden GmbH group of companies.
Specifically, B+F has specialized in the production and assembly of prefabricated reinforced-concrete components for civil engineering – primarily in the areas of infrastructure (road, rail, air, water/wastewater) and environmental protection.
For railway technology in particular, the Lauchhammer company is a proven partner throughout Germany and beyond for the following products: inspection pits, containment systems, track-bed slabs, track scales and prefabricated buildings.

In every project, customers benefit from outstanding technical expertise, high-quality products as well as an enormous flexibility in the workflow. This is in no small measure due to the dedicated and professional staff at B+F Beton- und Fertigteilegesellschaft mbH Lauchhammer, who can provide the whole range of services from project planning to installation.

Arbeitsgrube für Schienenfahrzeuge.
Inspection pit for rail vehicles.
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